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Tell is the official journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society, and is published
11 times a year . Subscription (included in the dues of the Society) is $5 .00 per year in the

U .S ., $7 .00 overseas, sea mail, and $11 .00 overseas airmail . Articles on Swiss and Liechtenstein
philately are always welcome, and advertising rates are available from Robert C . Ross, 28 Kenmore

Place, Glen Rock, New Jersey 07452 . All correspondence will be forwarded to the new editor in
charge of the January 1979 issue.

ON THE EDITOR ' S DESK, by Robert C . Ross

This marks the last issue of Tell, of which I will be the editor, a job held since May, 1976.
The past two and a half years have been challenging and rewarding, and it is with regret that I
have resigned as editor through the pressure of business.

The job has been made much easier through the help of several translators : Xavier Rust,

E .C . Walton, Chuck LaBlonde, Gary Hofmann, Michael Kahn, and Felix Ganz . (The postal rate and

UPU articles were highlights of these collaborations .)

On the editorial side, Mrs . Edith Rawnsley and Michael Rutherfoord were very generous in
making British/Swiss news available . In the United States, Fred Lesser, Harlan Stone, Chuck
LaBlonde, Ernie Kehr, and the fountainhead, Felix Ganz, were faithful contributors . A number of

other members were occasional contributors.

Gerry Diamond prepared the address labels, taking on a very complicated and tedious burden.
A special word has to be reserved for Bob Clarke who has acted as managing editor, handling the
duplicating, folding, collating, and mailing with great accuracy and dependability . (Also, my
thanks to his small army of soccer players who do much of the work .)

To all who helped, my deepest gratitude and to all members who took time to write, thank you.
It is amazing how satisfying a short letter to a busy editor can be .. Here's a recent example
that members can use as a form for my successor:

"About one year ago I became a member of the AHPS . At the time of
joining I had no knowledge of Tell, the society's monthly publication,
least of all the expectation of receiving a monthly edition . I am
primarily writing to let you know how much I have enjoyed the publication
and to express my appreciation for efforts in putting out a monthly
edition . It must truly be a sacrifice on your part,

"At any rate, it is important that you know how much I do enjoy the Tell.
Your work is to be commended--I only hope that the replacement they find
for you will be able to maintain the high quality you have helped to
produce . Thank you very much ."

warmest regards,

Alan L. Ryave

I would like to express my appreciation to all the contributors of articles for the
upcoming December special Linn's issue featuring Switzerland . The authors were Rudy Schaelchli,
Joe Schirmer, Ernest Kehr, Alexander Newall, E . Auf der Maur, Walter Abt, Felix Ganz, Paul
Carpenter, Chuck LaBlonde, Harlan Stone, John Barrett, Jr ., Elaine R . Durnin, Wing Commander
Bulstrode, Robert H . Rainey, Bob Zeigler, Mrs . E.J . Rawnsley, and David Maynard . I have
no control over which ones get published in the special issue ; those not used this year
will be saved for next year .

Donn Lueck, AHPS Regional Director
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NOTES FROM UP FRONT

Dear "troops" (as our treasurer likes to call all of you, out there);

This is sort of a farewell letter after two years as your leader, grand
top skunk of AHPS, or whatever you may care to call me : I think that
we had two good years, and I want to thank all of you who kept faith and
renewed their membership for being good guys and gals . A society must
have a stable body of members, and I was pleased to note, during a re-
cent perusal of the latest (not generally available) membership list
that of our 500 (plus, plus) members at least one half are founding
members of our joint society . Now if only everyone would make an effort
of recruiting ONE new member during 1979 we would have a truly going
concern . . .and Tell's production costs would be reduced proportionally.

I am told that many members have already paid their 1979 dues . Thank you
for alleviating the "year-end blues" many treasurers of societies such
as ours face when everybody waits until after New Year's.

Arrangements are in the preparatory stage for having a second national
AHPS meeting in the fall of 1979, at Philadelphia . Currently Harlan
Stone, AHPS-VP, is conducting negotiations, and it may be that inform-
ation will be forthcoming very shortly on this second gathering where
among other things the "Wanderpreis", in form of a hand colored, early
map of Switzerland, will be up for grabs again (unless Major LaBlonde,
last year's trophy winner, will beat all other exhibits with a different
exhibit of his) . It is sincerely hoped that the (good) attendance record
of Milcopex will be beaten. There are many AHPS members living in rather
close commuting distance from Philadelphia, and if my professional sche-
dule permits some eastern members and attendees may see their past pre-
sident "in the flesh" (if anyone cares).

TELL will continue to be our main bond while auctions and sales circu-
its -- the latter as of August 1979 with a new manager : volunteers to
the fore -- will do their part in keeping you interested . As for TELL's
content a new series may start as early as January -- for stamp collect-
ors (there have been a few dissenters over the apparent massing of in-
formation on cancellations and postmarks) . The series may have a basic
title such as "Varieties not illustrated in Zumstein," or such, and it
will run, supervised out of Evanston, Illinois, as long as eager beaver
cooperating members will spend a little time producing clear drawings
for recognizing and finding varieties, retouches, plate flaws, etc.

Other contributions in the form of short news items, winning of prizes
with Swiss collections, and articles on almost any stamp subject of the
Swiss and Liechtenstein area will be eagerly sought . New contributors
are always welcome because you can't milk the same few cows all the time:

Articles on postal stationery, revenue stamps, railway stamps, or a "my
favorite cover" feature written each month by a different member, would
be welcome additions to TELL.

While all of us, Swiss collectors that is, are grinning broadly over the
monetary appreciation of Swiss material (while the dollar dwindles) we
should always consider collecting an enjoyable hobby and intelligent pas-
time . . .and enjoy the accruing growth in value only as a happy dividend:

Thank you, VP, regional directors, treasurer and TELL dispatcher, secre-
tary, editor, auction and sales circuit manager, librarian, medals kee-
per and specially appointed officers for assisting me fully and without _
major disagreements ; and best of luck to all the new officers .
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NEW SWISS ISSUES NOT EVERYBODY KNOWS ABOUT (1978)

The new 40 cts . postal card, displaying a large "40" as imprinted
stamp, was not automatically sent to new issues subscribers of the
PTT and had to be ordered separately . It appeared on September 14,
same day as the latest portrait issue and the three-stamp se-tenant
for the prevention of accidents.
Speaking of this last item : you will need 45 stamps to get all con-
figurations possible : 3 blocks of 4, three strips of 3, vertically;
idem, horizontally ; three pairs, both horizontal and vertical ; and
single copies . Thus it would seem more intelligent, IF you really
want all the combinations, to satisfy yourself with a complete sheet
of 50, used (or at least canceled), and one mint . Then you have it
"all in one ."

Without much fanfare chapter two on the stamp "tickets" from vending
machines in Zürich, Bern, Genève, and Grindelwald was written on the
twenty-sixth of June, 1978 . On that day these four machines were re-
placed by more sophisticated, supposedly foolproof models which spit
out the very same ticket-like gummed label in any denomination desir-
ed ; BUT : the individual labels no longer bear the Al, A2, A3, or A4
tell-tale "mark of origin ."

	

All machines, plus hundreds now on or-
der (some of them already installed in places such as Basel) now
dispense identical looking labels, WITHOUT the Al, etc . in the bottom
line . This is good news for the collector since all labels from all
over Switzerland now will be uniform in looks ; but whoever missed out
on the original Al through A4 items now may he out of a potentially
good piece of Swiss philatelic property . Whenever your reporter used
one of these 4 old model machines himself he never had to wait and he
never saw another customer throw in coins . Thus not too many of these
Al through A4 labels can exist -- neither unused, nor on regular cover.

And now, on August 24, another three stamps were made available in
Bern and at the other philatelic outlets in the country which differ
from their predecessors by paper and/or fiber content . The most fre-
quently used 40 cts . stamp of the current "folk customs" issue, fea-
turing the Geneva Escalade, for about one year will be printed on re-
mainder stocks of what is called "gestrichenes Papier" with violet
luminous fibers . That paper has sort of a coating, and the stamps can
of course be distinguished by those violet fibers.

The other two stamps are the Fr.1. and the Fr .2 . items from the cur-
rent middle values series : the rosette window and the blue bay window.
These two values, for the reason (PTT) that the present manufacturer
of the paper for that series no longer can duplicate the exact paper
produced since 1973, will be printed henceforth on a different paper,
apparently WITHOUT any fibers (hence of simple recognition for the
collector) . This last announcement may, however, be but the tip of
the iceberg : if this middle value series remains in use (and promises
made last year by the PTT were to that effect) it will be but a mat-
ter of months before other denominations in that series also will be
produced on the new paper . Hence keep watching carefully -- and make
sure that you have the items on the old type of paper.

A very constant rumor, persisting to the point of being without de-
nial, should also be related in conclusion : It is said that the very
high values series, 3,5,10,20 Fr . is facing a similar problem because
the paper in use for the printings of the Evangelists set is about ex-
hausted . In use since 1961 one cannot really complain if a new series
should appear (and try to buy these four values, mint, here in the US
at below face "thanks" to the decline of the dollar) . At any rate the
3 Fr . value is supposed to be phased out and replaced soon.

Felix Ganz
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OBLITERATION OF UNCANCELLED STAMPS IN SWITZERLAND, translation of an
article in "The Postal Cancellation Collector", 8/77, SVP,
by Fritz Berger, translated by E .C . Walton.

Stamps, whether on domestic or foreign mail, occasionally fail
to receive any, or only receive a partial, cancellation at the point of
mailing . Such stamps must be obliterated either in transit or at the
point of destination . How does this "post obliteration" take place?
Over the years the Swiss PTT regulations have changed several times.

Current regulations prescribe the following (Official Bull-
etin No . 1967/36) : "Stamps which have failed to receive a cancellation
at the accepting office are to be cancelled either at a transit office
or at the receiving station with a dater . If during delivery it is found
that due to oversight stamps have not been cancelled, then they are to
be defaced with either a felt or ballpoint pen . Should philatelically
franked mail be involved, the paragraph (b) below will apply.

"Uncancelled stamps on collect money letters and foreign mail
shall be handled as follows:

"(a) Offices which have a plain wavy line canceller shall
obliterate such stamps with this cancelling device.

"(b) Postal stations and RPOs without wavy line cancellers
shall obliterate such - stamps with thick pen strokes.

"Should philatelically franked mail be involved, the receiver
of the cover or card has the option of returning the cover immedia-
tely (presumably before defacing -- translator's note) to allow
application of a cancellation in accordance with paragraph (a)
above ."

It is assumed that philatelic mail was not involved in the
obliterations shown in figures 1 and 2 and that the cancels (hand
markings) are correct . Apparently cover in figure 4 (there is no
figure 3 in this translation) was mailed and received by philatelists,
and the subsequent obliteration was applied with the proper wavy line
canceller .

Wavy line cancellers are known with measurements about 10/14 mm .,
11/15 mm ., 16 .5/11 .5 mm ., etc . These may exist with a frame (example
not shown in this translation) . The wavy line canceller is also used
on Swiss stamps (see figure 7, figure 6 not being shown), although the
use of a dater is the more correct procedure . Figure 8 shows a minimally
cancelled stamp at the point of mailing, and the correct dater re-cancel
in Bern . Figure 9 (not shown) shows the rare use of a machine cancel
as the obliterating dater cancel.

While correct in practice, but not appreciated by the real
philatelist, are pen obliterations, or various fantasy devices such
as ring cancels and date stamps without any inscriptions (Figures
11 and 12, figure 10 with an ink marking not shown).

In earlier times, double and triple ring obliterators (or
killers) were used . These annulling stamps originated in the eighties
and have various sizes and diameters . An earlier directive demanded
that foreign stamps which arrived uncancelled be voided with a date
stamp as in Figure 14 . (Figure 13 shows a double ring obliterator .)

Wavy line obliterating occured in 1948, 1958, 1974 and 1975
(title photographs not shown here) . There would have to be
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further interest in this area . If you have examples, especially earlier
ones, please write SVP, care of the editor of Tell . (References include
post office official bulletins 1914 to 1967 and a study by Mr . Bommeli
in SBZ, January 1973 .)

(Tell editor's note : My own mail as editor shows that about
5% of U .S . stamps arrive uncancelled at all . This article strikes me as
a fascinating commentary on the differences between U .S . and Swiss
attitudes to "free" postage, especially the rules relating the cancell-
ation of foreign postage .)
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Coil Stamps of Switzerland, Part II, by Rene Amrein, being a shortened
translation by Gary Hofmann.

Technic and Landscape Issues of 1949:

The coil stamps of this issue, which have also larger format and show
the stamp picture for the first time horizontally, are also printed in
horizontal coil of five stamps . They show the letters L, M ; N, 0 and P, and
the following four-digit control numbers vertically to the stamp picture.
The supplementary letter Q is very rare and exists on the 10, 20 and 30
Rp . values only . A few color varieties exist on the 5, 10 and 20 Rp.
values as well as upside down control number imprints on the 10 and 20
Rp . values . Effective 1958, a larger control number imprint was used
for the 5, 10 and 20 Rp . values, but a short period only the letters A,
B, C, D and E were used on the most common values 10 and 20 Rp . The
supplementary letter Q also exists on the 10 and 20 Rp . with large no . imprint.

D SUM IT UP:

1949 until December 1958, small letters and numbers ; in December
1958 only the old letters A, B, C, D and E were used on Nos . 299 and 301,

and/or numbers
imprint was

and effective 1959, only the larger letters L, M, N, O and P
were in use .

	

The new system with the larger control number
continued on the "Messenger -and Building Series" of 1960 . The control
number imprint appears horizontally on the 40, 50, 60, 90, 1 .30 and 2 .80
values, and vertically to the stamp pictures on the 1 .00, 1 .70 and 2 .20
values, as well as on the three Messenger stamps of the 5, 10 and 20 Rp.
The letter Q exists on the 335R, 356R and 364R, as well as on 356RL .

	

Up-
side down control number imprints are known on the 50 Rp . and the 2 .80 F.
Finally, color variety red instead of green control number is known on
No . 356RL .

THE CONTROL NUMBER IMPRINTS

In 1965 the letters in front of the control numbers were dropped . For
rolls of 500 stamps, three-digit numbers were planned (they have not
appeared to date) ; for rolls of the 1000 stamps, the odd numbers show
three and the even numbers four digits . For example : -the beginning of
a roll of 1000 will show as first number 995 followed five stamps later by
0990, etc . On rolls of 2000 stamps, all numbers have four digits, such as
1995, 1990, etc ., and in addition, they are all upside down to the stamp
picture, which allows easier reading for the postal clerk by just lifting
up the remainder of a roll . Control number imprints without numbers up-
side down to the stamp picture exist on the following Zumstein numbers:
356R in rolls of 1000 and 2000 ; 358R only in rolls of 2000 ; 355RL in rolls
of 1000 and 2000 ; same on 356RL and 358RL ; 363 RL only in rolls of 1000;
and 414 only in rolls of 2000 . On issues of 1970 : 483 and 484 in rolls
of 1000 and 2000, but 485 only in rolls of 1000.

Beginning with the issues of 1936, all rolls were available for purchase
from the Swiss PTT, as well as sheets manufactured for automatic machines
with control number imprints . These sheets of 50 stamps have one horizontal
row of 10 stamps with control numbers . Therefore, a collector can take from
these sheets blocks of "four" without and with the two control numbers on
two adjoining stamps . Furthermore, from rolls are collected strips of five
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stamps with only one control number on one stamp, strips of six with con-
trol numbers on two stamps, framing four stamps without control numbers (3
and 4 digit numbers on each strip of six stamps).

It should also be mentioned that specialists differentiate between
coils with small and with wide corrective perforations (Figure 5), which
can only exist on the vertical part of a coil stamp.

ROLL ENDS AND BEGINNINGS OF ROLLS

The start of a roll represents a shortened empty field (without stamp
pictures), which is pasted with a length of four perforations to the first
coil stamp . This makes it easier to insert the roll into the automatic
machine . Tie "roll-end" (Figures 6 through 9) normally has four to five
empty fields, which have the purpose of blocking the machine after the
last coil stamp of a roll has been used . Normally, the roll-end has a
printed or hand-written date representing the fabrication date of a roll.

Franchise stamps also exist as coils without control number imprint.
Since these are most difficult to find and would almost have to be on
cover to be identified as coils, they are only mentioned without further
detail in this article .

Concluded on next page .
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(This article appeared in a somewhat different form in the special edition
of Linns devoted to Switzerland in December, 1977 .)

The 1978 Edition of the Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch (Swiss Aerophil-
atelyHandbook),by Felix Ganz

It is indeed a pleasure to note that long standing prejudices
finally have been cast aside with the result that this new edition truly
presents itself as a complete, if not over-complete, compendium of every-
thing related to Swiss airmail, air posts, air related items, airmail
stamps and air postal paper.

In former editions such things as metal strips dropped from
World War II planes had been listed while printed-to-private order air-.
post stationery had been omitted (presumably because it had been pre-
pared originally in a possibly gain-inspired manner by individuals).
Now apparently everything, or almost everything, is listed in great
detail and to the point of scaring a newcomer to the field because of
its vastness.

The fairly sizeable volume, spiral-bound, costs about $21 in
Switzerland . Add to that seamail postage of about$3 if you order direct.

The former somewhat cumbersome subdivisions of flights into
first, first jet, provisional, experimental and other flights has been
eliminated, and a complete, chronological listing of all flights ever
having emanated or touched down for the first time in Switzerland serves
as a handy collectors's guide to the various groupings by giving page
numbers and/or cross references.

Even truly marginal topics such as catapult transatlantic mail,
balloon flights benefiting Swiss causes but actually taking place else-
where, labels, WWII military unit cancellations (fieldpost), and his-
toric air events (almost as far back as Noah's dove flying off the Ark!!)
are treated in amazing detail.

While many contents of this volume also are listed in the air-
mail section of the Zumstein Switzerland specialized, this new issue
of the Aerophilately Handbook is much more detailed and therefore a
MUST for every specialized Collector of Swiss airmail materials .



Dear Members,
My apologies for the poor reproductions of the lots that have

been appearing at the end of each auction . I have been trying to
locate the right copier to use but so far have had only moderate
success . I hope that it has at least helped you in determining
cancels and centering on the lots you bid on.

The January auction is shaping up to be one of our largest
and will consist almost entirely of K, Z & S numbers . The select-
ion will be large and hopefully everyone will get a chance to fill
in those holes in their collection of these elusive items.

Canadian bidders : I am holding your lots until the embargo
is lifted . As soon as the postal strike is over your lots will be
sent .

Best of luck to all in Auction #31 . The closing date will be
December 20, 1978 . For this auction 1 Sfr = 6L U .S .
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JURA BECOMES THE TWENTY THIRD CANTON

For a number of years, the French speaking inhabitants of Bern have ex-
pressed a desire to have their own cantonal government . These efforts had in-
tensified during the past 32 years, but have their roots in theNapoleonic
occupation, when the Jura region was known as the Department du Mont Terrible.
The Congress of Vienna in 1815 placed the French speaking, mainly Catholic,
area under the jurisdiction of German speaking, mainly Protestant, Bern . In
the December, 1976 issue of Tell Dr . Ganz outlined the sometimes bloody effort
of Jura to achieve cantonal status . On September 24, 1978 all voters in Swit-
zerland approved the admission by an 80% vote.

The stamp was produced on speculation by Courvoisier, and supplies were
held in readiness just as had been the case of the "PAX" set of May 9, 1945.
The design features the Swiss national emblem, with a picture of the smaller,
new cantonal shield superimposed at the lower left . Both shields are in their
red and white framed by thin black lines . Size : 36 x 26 mm . (The Jura coat
of arms has been used for many years as the arms of the Jura-Bernois in ads
for tourists, etc . ; heraldically : Per pale : dexter argent the head of a crozier
gules ; sinister : barry of seven gules and argent .)

Printing was from cylinders etch-engraved with two panes of 50 subjects
each (identified as "A" and "B") on white stamp paper with a luminous tagging
but no watermark or silk threads . The stamp will be on sale until February 28,
1979, but is sold without limit as to validity.

The bishop's crozier in the design is obviously taken from the arms of
Basle ; the area-belonged to the Bishops of that city before 1798 . They resided
in Porrentruy, one of the three "cities" in the new canton, after exile from
Basle during the Reformation . As Tell goes to press, your editor has rot yet
been able to trace the meaning of the four red and three white bars to the
right

No special commemorative covers were issued, but customers of the PTT
received the "3030 Bern" or the "2800 Delemont 1" markings of September 9
illustrated herein . On the next day, the cancels of four towns in the new
canton were revised to remove the parenthetical cantonal denominations of
"BE" (for Bern) and to add "JU" (for Jura) . These may indicate another Swiss
philatelic scandal as reported by Dr . Ganz : "Since these four towns's can-
cels could be bought on first day covers of the stamp, it is stronglysuspected
that the cancellations were pre-fabricated to satisfy customer demand, and also
to make available to the actual post offices themselves their cancellers re-
flecting changed allegiance on September 25 . Oh philately, where doest truth
remain?" (He also wonders whether Delémont or Porrentruy is the new canton's
capital .)

This is the second time in recent decades that Switzerland has produced and
issued "surprise" stamps . Normally, a complete schedule is determined  before
any new year . The last exception was in 1969, when the 30-centime, orange-
red ILO stamp was overprinted to mark Pope Paul VI's one-day visit to Geneva
to address the Labor Bureau . There was no time to design and print a distinc -
tive stamp, so the provisional was made in time for the June 10 papal trip.

(Dr . Ganz, Chuck LaBlonde, Mrs . Rawnsley and Ernie Kehr contributed to this note .
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THE 1978 PRO JUVENTUTE STAMPS : TOWN AND VILLAGE COATS OF ARMS ; FIRST SET

Sources: Official releases of the Swiss PTT ; Historic/Geographic Lexicon ; etc.

At the Swiss National Exhibition in Zürich, in 1939, flags with the coats of
arms of every community of the nation proudly fluttered in the breezes of Lake
Zürich, and both the effect and the inspiration were so great that a similar
" Court of Honor" was to be seen at the 1964 National Exhibition in Lausanne.

The Swiss are very flag, crest and coat of arms conscious, partially because
of the country's historic past, but also because a Swiss citizen first is a
citizen of a town or village, and only after that also citizen of a Canton
and the country . Hence the local pride runs high!

	

Back around 1930, and for
many years after that the Swiss based Café Hag (= Sanka) firm included in ev -
ery parcel of its products a gummed label with a local (or other) coat of arms;
and these labels could be collected in many volumes that furnished pertinent
background information on these heraldic symbols.

All Swiss communities now have their own flag and arms . The last ones were de -
veloped before World War Two (and your editor, then a boy, vividly remembers
his father's and his oldest brother's involvement with some of them because
as art historians they were sought out for advice on heraldically good design).

Communal flags on special occasions are flown from a town's administrative
centers, schools and business buildings, together with the cantonal and na -
tional flags.

For the 1978 set (first of four planned although the series actually could
run, if desired, for almost a thousand years!!) artist Gastone Cambin and
Courvoisier, the printers, reproduced the four following localities' shields:

AARBURG (since 1803 in Aargau Canton ; District of Zofingen).
Arms : Or, a castle twin-towered Sable, on its lower tower dex -
ter and eagle of the same.
Now with about 5500 inhabitants, Aarburg started out as a cas -
tle and then walled town atop a rocky spur overlooking the
Aare	 river near Olten . Known already to the Romans as a strategi -
cally important place,
the castle was erected
by the Counts of Fro-

burg in the eleventh (some say the
ninth) century, with the town growing
down to the Aare river eventually . In
1299 it passed into Austrian hands,
and in 1445 to the Republic of Bern
which refortified it in 1660 . The re -
sidential parts of Aarburg burned down
both in 1818 and in 1844, to be re-
built ever prettier each time . Travel-
ing by car or train from Bern to Basel
the little town is prominently visible from far away . The coat of arms was

first shown for the town in the Tschachtlan Chronicle of 1470.

GRUYÈRES (Gruyére region near Bulle, Canton of Fribourg)

	

con
sists of an ancient castle, since early medieval times central
stronghold in the Counts of Gruyere's independent territories,
and an originally separately walled town which developed next
to the castle, atop an isolated, fairly steep hill rising about
400 feet above the upper Sarine (Saane) river in the eleventh
century, along the only access road to the castle . The rulers
of the region are reputed to derive from one Gruerius, leader
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of a band of Vandals who-
se king,Gondioch, rewarded
him for faithful services
with- these lands back in
the third or fourth cen -
tury A .D . Between 1300 and
1525 the rulers of the re-
gion were important sover -
eigns, in times of war
more often than not affili
ated with the old Swiss
cantons of Bern and Fribourg ; but the last of the rulers, Count Michel de Gru -
yères, fell prey to debaucheries of diverse kind and was forced to leave his
domain after selling it to Bern and Fribourg in 1555 . The territories were di -
vided, with the town going to Fribourg and immediately losing all importance.
Nowadays Gruyères has about 1250 inhabitants along its one main street and en -
tices its visitors with several excellent restaurants where the cheese speci -
alties of the region, or that heavenly dessert : fresh raspberries smothered in
not altogether solidly whipped cream can be enjoyed together with walnut "pie ."

The coat of arms derives from an alliteration to the French word, "la grue :"
the crane, and describes as : Cules, a crane passant Argent, its wings raised.
It has been the coat of arms and flag of the town since the sixteenth century.

CASTASEGNA, village in the Bregaglia (or Bergell) valley (Dist -
rict of Maloja, Grisons Canton)
on the Italian border . Until 18-
79 a joint community with the
village of Soglio and known as
"Di qua dell'Aqua", Castasegna
has been on its own since then.
Its (currently 250) citizens, in
Latin documents of old are re -
ferred to as "Castanetani," the

chestnut people, the monicker deriving from the
sweet chestnut woods above the village -- among
the finest in Europe -- a walk through which
offers constantly varying and grandiose views
into both the plains of Lombardy and the crags and abysses of the Bregaglla
valley's granite peaks . -- Arms : Vert, sweet chestnuts in bur Or.

WANGEN AN DER AARE, administrative seat of Wangen district, Ca
ton of Bern, today has about 4250 inhabitants . It lies on the
foot of the Jura mountains railroad line between 0lten and So -
lothurn and is first mentioned in 1194 . Ini-
tially an agglomeration of houses around a
huge castle, in the then territories of the
Counts of Kiburg, Wangen castle and by then
walled

	

town were ceded to Austria, but re-
turned to the former lords as a fief . Sold

to the Republic of Bern in 1406, the bailiwick of Wangen,
between that time and the end of old Bern in 1798, had a
succession of eighty Bernese bailiffs, among them Beat de
Fischer, founder of the Bernese postal service . -- Arms:
Argent, two keys saltire-wise Azure . This is also the coat
of arms of Saint Peter's Abbey in the Black Forest (South-
ern Germany) which had administered this region for the house ofZähringen

for some time .
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